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The Basic & Eternal Religion of Human Beings 
  

   As a human being by birth or desire, you may belong to 
any current religion. As a human being, your leading and 
fundamental Religion and ‘Dharma’ is ‘Manav Dharma’ –the 
religion of humanity, and this is MahaDharma. 
 
   By holding or sustaining which system or way, one can 
realize oneself in his/her own reality and can be able to get 
a better life, can advance towards the aim of life –to be 
fully developed human being, is ‘MahaDharma’. 
 
   ‘MahaDharma’ is the duties –karmas and thinking, fit for 
human beings. The main among that is– trying to ‘develop 
the mind’, as much as possible, to proceed with the aim of 
growing ‘Completely developed human being’. ‘Manav 
Dharma’ is ‘MahaDharm’. 

 
At first we have to understand that what ‘MahaDharma’ is. 
In reality, ‘MahaDharma’ is not comparable with any 



religion. Faith and God is not its main foundation. 
‘MahaDharma’ is not against or siding with any religion. 
‘MahaDharma’ is completely different from current 
religions and ‘Dharma’(s). The worth saying of it, is – ‘you 
have been born as a human being, therefore your foremost 
aim of life is to be fully developed human being’ – this is 
‘MahaDharma’. 
  
Proper human development following the path of true self-
development (‘MahaManan’ –the practical aspects of 
‘MahaDharma’) is our basic religion. It is not a new 
religion, –it is our eternal religion, which has revealed 
newly from the abyss of oblivion, or which was hiding for 
our ignorance so long.  We –self-oblivious men, forgetting 
our aim of life, are living in an ecstatic state.  By practicing 
which Yoga (‘Maha Atma-Vikas-Yoga’ or ‘MahaManan’) 
with great devotion, one can become a fully developed 
human being, is ‘MahaDharma’. 
 
 

That which is your and the Supreme Being’s own 
Religion –is Supreme Religion. 

 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

The Development of a Country and 
Humankind is possible only through the 

development of individual. For that purpose, 
‘MahaDharma’ and ‘MahaManan’ program 

has been started worldwide. To make it 
successful we invite you all to extend your 

helping hands and join us actively. 
 



Dharma 
 

Mainly there are two kinds of ‘Dharma’(s). One kind of 
‘Dharma’ is natural quality –behavior –disposition –
property –function etc., an example: liquidity is the Dharma 
of Water. 
Another kind of ‘Dharma’ is– implanted ideas –education –
system or way, –morality –virtue –duty –obligation etc. by 
which one’s development can take place. An example: 
Study is the ‘Dharma’ of a student. 
 
 

That is ‘MahaDharma’ which helps to develop our mind 
and helps to get universal soundness. 

 
By holding which ‘Dharma’ (The excellent –incomparable 
system of basic education) one can be able to advance 
towards the path of true and universal self-development –
to be a fully developed human being –is ‘MahaDharma’. 
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of them are unable to realize the root cause of it. To 
remedy, they have limited their movement within rule –
administration and punishment only. As a result of that, 
the problem is in the dark where it was. In this way true 
solution is not coming into reality. 
  
  If we observe it will be seen, in counter of that –as much 
as the movement is increasing, –as much as law and 
administration is being strict, so much corruption – 
perversion –depravity –terrorism is increasing gradually. 
For that, it is not a solution to bring about the change 
superficially, human being –human mind, sickness that 
which is the base of all, we have to bring about the 
auspicious change of it. 
  
  The development of a country and humankind will not 
come from the sky, by which a country and a nation is built 
–that is human being, we have to make the change from 
the inside of human being, then the true development of 
human being will come into reality. 
  
  Only it is possible through the way of true self-
development education– ‘MahaManan’ –study and 
practicing regularly. ‘MahaDharma’ and its practical 
aspect– ‘MahaManan’ is the way of true human 
development, –the way of to be fully developed human 
being. 
  
  Please join yourself and your circle with this great 
program of the modern times. To be free from this critical 
situation, wise and conscious human beings have to be 
advanced being organized for their self-development –for 
their own interests. 
  

  To make it successful extend your helping hands 
 

  

 

Change yourself, the world will change. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Want to do anything Great? 
Leave a glorious impression of your presence. 
Being a human, do something as much as possible for true human 
development.  
 

 

MahaDharma 

A Worldwide Human Development Program 
 



 
Hello, 
 We would like to introduce you about our great endeavor– 
for true Human Development, through an excellent –
incomparable system of essential education for true & 
universal self-development –world -wide. 
 

  We think development of humankind or a nation is 
possible only through the development of individuals, also 
we think,    customary or formal academic (school – 
college etc.) education is not sufficient for true 
development of human      beings. For that, we need such 
an uncustomary (non-formal) basic human development 
education which can help us to be fully developed human 
beings. 
 
  True & universal self-development isn’t possible without 
universal soundness. For that, the ‘Universal Treatment’ is 
an important part of the universal self-development ( 
www.mpath8.wix.com/medicine ) 
 
 To make a better world  –to make our life blessed –to fulfill 
oneself, to remove the inhuman activities from our 
society,  we have an excellent – incomparable system of 
essential education for true & universal development. 
 
  We are desirous to establish the way of universal 
development of human beings –worldwide, and also we are 
desirous  to establish a true and universal Human 
Development education center of international standard. 
 
  We need like-minded persons to form an organization for 
true Human Development. If you are interested in this 
program, please extend your helping hands to make it 
successful. Thank you. 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Maha-Way of universal development by name –
‘MahaDharma’ has been introduced at the beginning of this 
century in India. It has a scripture and doctrine, too. But this 
doctrine (MahaVad) says, it is not necessary to follow me in 
every part, –being a follower of ‘MahaDharma’ one need to follow 
the main principle– that is–, “You have been born as a human 
being, your aim is to be a fully developed human being. Try to 
keep yourself always wakeful –conscious, to know oneself and 
this worldly system with your aim of life, and be effortful to make 
yourself true and universal developed human being.” 
  
   The great sage MahaManas says, Development of humankind 
or a nation is possible only through the development of 
individuals. For that, true and universal self-development is the 
main program of ‘MahaDharma’. MahaManas also says, an 
individual by oneself will be able to decide that which is proper 
to be done and which is to be practiced, –after knowing rightly 
oneself. Therefore 'MahaDharma' does not load any code of 
conduct or any rules and rites. It helps us to be developed 
rightly, –by that one can be able to know oneself and God in its 
own reality. When some conscious persons will be enough 
developed in different places by the help of ‘MahaDharma’ 
(Maha-self-development program), then those who are connected 
with them, also will be eager to be developed. In this way, so 
many human beings can be developed gradually.   
  
   ‘MahaDharma’ is not like any current religion or any ‘Dharmic’ 
system. The differences here are more pronounced than the 
similarities with them. It is more than a religion; it is 'Manav 
Dharma'. Worship of God is not object of this system. The main 
object of ‘MahaDharma’ is to make us fully developed human 
beings. Development of mind and also blooming of 
consciousness is the fundamental tune of ‘MahaDharma’ –and 
that is the natural quality of human beings.  The great universe 
existence is the God –from the view-point of 'MahaDharma' (for 
details visit our websites). 
  
‘MahaDharama’ is the eternal truth which has revealed newly 
from the abyss of oblivion, or which was hiding for our ignorance 
so long.  We –self-oblivious men, forgetting our aim of life, are 
living in an ecstatic state.  By practicing which Yoga (Maha Atma-
Vikas-Yoga) with great devotion, one can become a fully 
developed human being, is ‘MahaDharma’. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We need such a way or system by which true and 
universal development of human beings is possible. 
‘MahaManan’ –self-development education (practical and 
theoretical) syllabus is just like that way of true human 
development. It is simple –natural and very effective 
system of fundamental education for universal human 
development. ‘MahaManan’ is the practical aspect of 
‘MahaDharma’. To learn about ‘MahaManan’, please visit–
 www.maha-manan.webs.com   
Search> MahaManan 
  
Now, common human beings are not ready to accept this 
way of human development easily, because they are 
unable to think and to advance to an unfamiliar –
unpracticed way. 
  
Society –politics –religion conducted by some self-
seeking conspiring men are firmly resolved to keep the 
human beings in dark of ignorance. Never, they want true 
human development. Human beings are helpless. They 
are unable to free themselves from the grip of strong evil-
power. 
  
Society –politics –trade-system are becoming successful 
in their purpose, making religion a big weapon, to a great 
extent. 
Therefore, to make the human development successful, 
we need to brave the evil-power strongly with the new 
religion– ‘MahaDharma’. To bring a new movement or 
high tide of human development, the religion – 
‘MahaDharma’ is extremely necessary in this time. 

 



 

More about MahaDharma 
  

  

Everything isn’t for everyone. Although, ‘MahaDharma’ is 
open for all (for primary membership), but all will not 
accept it gladly. Only like-minded people will follow it for 
their own interest. 
  
‘MahaDharma’ is for science and spiritual conscious 
persons, those who have eagerness for self- knowledge, 
self-realization and are desirous of true and universal self-
development, freethinking –reasonable and lovers of true 
spirituality and fond of truth. ‘MahaDharma’ is the excellent 
system or way of true & universal development of human 
beings. 
  
MahaDharma is different from other religions, different 
from general conception of religion. Here, Religion is the 
way or system of Realization. Actually it is a Dharmic 
system, but it is different from other Dharmaic systems. It 



is the way of Human Development through true self-
development system of education. 
  
Don’t confuse with other religions. It’s ‘MahaDharma’ –the 
supreme religion of the world, which is based on Humanity 
and Human Development and true Spirituality. 
  
Most of us cannot think anything beyond their known 
world. If confront any new thing, anger– malice– aversion– 
is grown their mind. Those who are not conscious about 
their good, if you want to do anything good for them, then, 
you must have to do it following their known way. There no 
new way will be accepted for that. 
  
‘MahaDharma’ is not like any current religion or any 
‘Dharmic’ system. The differences here are more 
pronounced than the similarities with them. It is more than 
a religion; it is 'Manav Dharma'. Worship of God is not 
main object of this system. The main object of 
‘MahaDharma’ is to make us fully developed human 
beings. Development of mind and also blooming of 
consciousness is the fundamental tune of ‘MahaDharma’ –
and that is the natural quality of human beings. The great 
universe existence is the God –from the viewpoint of 
'MahaDharma' (for details visit our websites). 
 
‘MahaDharama’ is the eternal truth which has revealed 
newly from the abyss of oblivion, or which was hiding for 
our ignorance so long. We –self-oblivious men, forgetting 
our aim of life, are living in an ecstatic state. By practicing 
which Yoga (Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga) with great devotion, 
one can become a fully developed human being, is 
‘MahaDharma’. ‘MahaDharma’ is a natural way. When you 
will be aware or conscious about it –about the aim of life, 
and also will be desirous to practice it –to be advanced 
towards the aim of life, then you will be initiated in your 
own path– ‘MahaDharma’. 
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–the Way

A fastest
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We have come here on an educational tour. Gradually gaining 
high to higher consciousness 
life. Here, as much as we could be enriched with consciousness 
acquiring experience-knowledge, so much we would be 
benefited.  

From spiritual view-point, at that time 
here –forever, nothing will go along with us, except 
consciousness.  –MahaManas
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religion. We have a Great scripture

 
 

 

 

MahaDharma 
Way of True Human Development 

  

fastest growing independent world 
 for true Human Development.  

We have come here on an educational tour. Gradually gaining 
high to higher consciousness –is the inherent purpose of human 
life. Here, as much as we could be enriched with consciousness 

knowledge, so much we would be 

point, at that time –when we go away from 
forever, nothing will go along with us, except 
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education for true & universal self-development, that which 
is an incomparable practical course of education for 
universal development of one’s own self, with the 
education of better living and ‘Maha-Yoga’ treatments for 
soundness of body and mind. 
  
   Who am I – why am I, where I came from –what is the 
ultimate truth of ‘I’ existence, how and why the great 
universe came into existence, how the creatures came into 
existence and what is the end of all––???  
In reality, what happens after death, what is the Almighty’s 
own reality, is it possible to pay a visit to Almighty, Has 
Almighty really become incarnated –???  –True answers of 
these questions obtained from ‘MahaVad’. 
  
Let us travel from ‘I’ to the Original ‘I’ –through the journey 
by the divine boat of ‘MahaVad’ (Mahaism).   
    
‘MahaVad’ is a true spiritual science with spiritual 
psychology. ‘MahaVad’ is a wonderful experience of inner 
truth and the way of better life. ‘MahaVad’ is the 
cosmology of modern times.   
 
'MahaVad' is the true spiritualism –great teachings and 
great doctrine (ism) of MahaManas (–the great sage of the 
modern times). 
 
 ‘MahaVad’ is your acquaintance with yourself (your own 
reality). ‘MahaVad’ is the naked truth of the spiritual world 
and cosmic life. 
  
   'MahaVad' is the book of an excellent –incomparable 
system of essential education for true & universal self-
development. 
  
    ‘MahaVad’ –a true spiritual, fair and joyful self-
developmental doctrine and teachings that helps to 
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establish an excellent –incomparable system of essential 
education for true & universal self-development, world 
wide– that is ‘MahaDharma’ –the ideal way of better living –
the way to better life. ‘MahaManan’ is the practical aspect 
of ‘MahaDharma’.  We are benefited and we want also you 
be benefited with us! If you are interested in this program, 
please join us and extend your helping hands. 
 
'MahaManan' that is to say-- 'Maha Atma-Vikas' with 'Maha-
Yoga' education (the excellent true & universal self-
developmental education) is not only some different from 
other Yoga and self-developmental procedure, but 
something special. 'Maha Atma-Vikas' education is the 
higher education of Yoga learning –An essential true & 
universal self- developmental education for everyone. 
  
 'Maha Atma-Vikas -Sikshakram' (with 'Maha-Yoga') is an 
incomparable excellent education syllabus on true & 
universal self-development program, taught by 
MahaManas (MahaAnand) –the great sage of the modern 
age. 
  
   Make your life brighten and more bloomed, also bring in 
your life an unprecedented amazing lucky change, through 
the path shown by great sage MahaManas.   ‘Maha Atma-
Vikas’ educational program is not only a system of 
education of theoretical knowledge of self-development. It 
is formed by combination of different sciences, 
psychosomatic –psycho-spiritual methods and practical or 
applied teachings with ‘Maha-Yoga’ and new invented 
'Universal Treatment' of MahaManas, and different 
alternative systems of treatment. ‘Maha Atma-Vikas’ 
education is a simple and easily comprehensible –effective 
–impeccable syllabus of true & universal self-development 
with basic essential education to higher education of true 
spiritual knowledge. 
  



   By following and practicing which teachings (with 
practical and applied methods) one can be developed in all 
respects, is ‘Maha Atma-Vikas’ (Maha self-development) 
education. It is included in ‘MahaManan’ –the mode of 
accomplishment or worship of ‘MahaDharma’. 
  
   By practicing ‘Maha Atma-Vikas’ (with Maha-Yoga 
methods) through ‘MahaManan’, one can realize oneself in 
his/her own reality, and also can realize the great universe 
and God in its own reality. Gradually one can able to get 
self-knowledge –self-realization –self-control –soundness 
of body and mind. In this way one can attain the better life, 
–peaceful – joyful – knowledge-full – beautiful life. 
  
   Being a follower of ‘MahaDharma’, if you want to spread 
your knowledge, better –be teacher of ‘Maha Atma-Vikas’ 
education and start a ‘Maha Atma-Vikas Kendra’ or 
'MahaManan Kendra' (Maha Self- development education 
center) in your own area. Through ‘MahaManan’ education 
program, one can be developed in all respects.  
  
   We want to enjoy our life much more nicely–, want to be 
successful in life – want to gain happy, prosperous – 
peaceful, joyful, beautiful, healthy life. We want to 
transform our hopes – ambitions into reality. Want to see 
ourselves as fully developed human beings, along with our 
development –we want to make our children fully grown 
human beings, want to develop them properly. Want to 
bring up as complete human being in knowledge, good 
qualities, behavior, true education, capabilities. 
  
   If your demand is the same, if you want to enjoy a happy 
–developed, healthy, beautiful life, you can gain that 
through ‘Maha Atma-Vikas’  education syllabus– the Maha 
self-developmental educational program. Even with your 
education, side by side, the regular learning and practice 
of 'Maha Atma-Vikas' with 'Maha-Yoga' procedure, the 
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MahaDharma –the way to better life 
 

To make a better world  –to make our life blessed –to fulfill oneself, we 

have an excellent – incomparable system of essential education for true 
& universal development of human beings, that is ‘MahaDharma’. 
‘MahaDharma’ is for science and spiritual conscious persons, those who 
have eagerness for self- knowledge, self-realization and are desirous of 
true and universal self-development, freethinking –reasonable and 
lovers of true spirituality, fond of truth. ‘MahaDharma’ is an ideal way 
of better living –the way to better life. 

  

  That is ‘MahaDharma’ which helps to develop our Mind and helps to get 
universal soundness.   

  

   The practical aspect of this efficacious system of true and universal self-
developmental education is ‘MahaManan’ or ‘Maha Atma-Vikas education –
that which directly helps to develop our mind, that which teaches the method 
of better living and that which helps and incite or insist to get perfect 
knowledge. In fact, ‘MahaDharma’ is neither religion nor irreligion; even it is 
not like current ‘Dharmic’ systems also. It is extremely effective way of 
human welfare. This way is free from all bad sides like superstition, malice, 
hatred, cruelty, malpractice, and it does not give us any false promise. 
  
   ‘MahaDharma’ is formed by some students and devotees of MahaManas 
alias MahaAnand –the great sage of the modern age, and it is formed on the 
base of ‘MahaVad’. ‘MahaVad’ is a true spiritual doctrine and true and 
universal self-developmental teachings of MahaManas. Making us fully 
developed human being –is the chief object of ‘MahaDharma’. This Maha 
Way of universal development –chiefly consists with virtues and duties of 
human beings, not with any blind-faith and inhuman activities. 
  
   The bounden duty of human beings is the practice of ‘MahaDharma’. The 
main duty is to advance to be fully developed human being –to get true 
development of conscious mind and universal soundness. The continuous 
study of that is our worship. To develop oneself consciously–continuously by 
the help of ‘Maha Atma-Vikas’ education is ‘MahaManan’ practice and that 
is ‘MahaDharma’. ‘Maha Atma-Vikas’ practice is the applied or practical 
aspect of ‘MahaDharma’. 
 
 



 

By holding which ‘Maha’ system or way of self-control and 
acquiring self-knowledge, one can be able to advance towards the 
path of true & universal self-development –to be a fully developed 
human being– is ‘MahaDharna’. The great humanitarian 
MahaManas says, it is not possible to attain salvation in this stage 
of consciousness. There are high to higher conscious-stages after 
this human conscious stage. At last–, step by step you need to 
reach to God conscious stage, and then you will be able to be same 
soul with God. Now, do your duty of this stage, –be a fully grown 
human being– first.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extend your helping hands to make it Successful! 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

If you enjoy our endeavor, please spread the word about it. 
You can spread the light into the world and help more 

Besides ignorance and lack of consciousness, there is another reason for 

the bitter world, which is mental illness. We have to keep in our mind that a 
propensity to commit a crime is also a kind of mental illness. 
Mental illness is related with chronic diseases and hereditary diseases. 
Perhaps you will be astonished at my word that suppressed skin disease is 
one of the main causes of all chronic diseases and also mental illness or 
diseases. You know or not, believe or not, it is truth. This suppression is 
occurred in one’s present life and in one’s former generation. 
 
 
Now, if we want to create a better world, then we have to learn and practice 
with devotion– the ‘Maha Atma-Vikash’ or ‘MahaManan’ –great self-
development education, and have to treat our suppressed diseases with the 
help of Homoeopathic system of medicine. For would be born and new born 
human beings, ‘Maha Atma-Vikas’ education is very effective system of 
education.  

 



people find this wonderful message in this time of deep 
great changes. Please Share your new knowledge with 
your friends and make them enlightened. If you want to 
make your life more beautiful, happy and peaceful, if you 
want to enjoy the life more nicely, if you want to get a 
healthy and prosperous life, come and join our society. 
There an amazing new world is awaiting you!     
 
 
 

 

 
 
We are seeking a few leaders and active friends for our 
True-spiritual and true self-developmental organization-- 
'MAHA'.  
 
One who is fond of true- spirituality and the great  doctrine 
‘MahaVad’, and who is able to take the leadership to establish 



the ‘MahaVad’ & 'MahaDharma' in his /her area or world wide 
–is suitable if he/she is desirous to take the post spontaneously.

 
To know more about us, to know more about ‘MahaVad’, 
'MahaDharma' and ’MahaManan’
Yahoo and Google. 

Welcome,
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development, world wide– that
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Welcome, if you are of the same mentality. 
 

system of essential education for true & universal
that is ‘MahaDharma’ –the way to better life ('MahaManan'
MahaDharma). We are benefited and we want also

benefited with us! 
 

Are you with us? 
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The great sage and humanitarian MahaManas –being quite 
sympathetic to all human beings, he has shown the path of 
better life –that is ‘MahaDharma’ ('MahaManan' is the 
practical aspect of MahaDharma). To free the self-oblivious 
men from the ecstatic state, to make them known the aim of 
life, MahaManas has shown the system of universal self- 
development. The main word of which is–  “you have been 
born as a human being, your aim is to be a fully developed 
human being. Try to keep yourself always wakeful –
conscious, to know oneself and this worldly system with your 
aim of life, and be effortful to make yourself true and 
universal developed human being.” 
In this connection, he said, “it is not possible to attain 
salvation in this stage of consciousness. There are high to 
higher conscious-stages after this human conscious stage. At 
last–, step by step you need to reach to God conscious stage, 
and then you will be able to be same soul with God. Now, do 
your duty of this stage, –be a fully grown human being– 
first.” 
 
He also said, “an individual by oneself will be able to decide 
that which is proper to be done and which is to be practiced, –
after knowing rightly oneself. Therefore 'MahaDharma' does 
not load any code of conduct or any rules and rites. It helps us 
to be developed rightly, –by that one can be able to know 
oneself and God in its own reality. When some conscious 
persons will be enough developed in different places by the 
help of ‘MahaDharma’ (Maha-self-development education 
program), then those who are connected with them, also will 
be eager to be developed. In this way, so many human beings 
can be developed gradually. 
  
 



 
 To create a better world we want to establish the system or way of 
universal development of human beings, which is based on 
‘MahaVad’ –the great doctrine and teachings on universal 
development and true spirituality, taught by MahaManas alias 
MahaAnand.  which helps to develop the mind and also our 
consciousness, that which is free from all bad sides. 
  
‘MahaDharma’ –the ideal way of better life. It is made by human beings 
and made for human welfare. That is ‘MahaDharma’ which helps to 
bloom our mind, that which is free from all bad sides like superstition, 
malice, hatred, cruelty, malpractice, and which does not give us any false 
promise. True Humanitarianism is our 'ism'. 
  
Yes, we are followers of ‘MahaDharma’ –the duties of Humanity, which 
is based on human development, and ‘MahaVad’ –the true-spiritual 
doctrine and great teachings of MahaAnand alias MahaManas. True 
Self-development is our worship and our devotion to human interests. 
That is 'MahaDharma' which is based on True-Spiritualism, –that which 
directly helps to bloom or develop our mind, that which teaches and 
shows the way of better life, and which helps and incite or insist to get 
true knowledge. The system or way of human development– 
‘MahaDharma’ never encourages us to get God and haven. 
‘MahaDharma’ always encourages us to know the truth, and to be able 
to receive the truth for a better life. Neither it misguides us nor does it 
give us any false promises. 
  
Those who love true-spirituality, those who are fond of truth, eager for 
self-knowledge –self-realization –self-development, those who want a 
better life, joyful & peaceful world with full of knowledge are suitable 
for our society.  By the way, we don’t want to convert any one. We don’t 
want to hurt any religious faith. We only want them, those who are of 
same mentality with us. 
  
This system of development’s main theme is unveiling the truth of life 
and true & universal self-development –blooming of the conscious mind. 
This program incites us and helps us to be fully developed human 
beings, through –true self-development.  'MahaDharma' – the natural 
and fundamental duties of mankind, it is made for human welfare. 
‘MahaDharma’ is the way to real life. 
 



If anyone wants to start a chapter of this (spiritual) 

movement (MahaDharma -the way to better life) or a 

branch of ‘MahaAnand Holy Association’ (MAHA) in his/ 

her country/ state of residence, please contact us. 

 

 

The benefit of (practicing) ‘MahaDharma’  

–the basic religion of human beings: 

 

In fact, it is about investing in yourself so that you can 

manage yourself effectively regardless of what life might 

bring your way. ‘MahaManan’ –the practical aspect of 

‘MahaDharma’, –the excellent system of essential 

education for true & universal self-development or 

Personal development allows you to be proactive. Rather 



than wait for good things to happen, you get out there and 

make them happen. You may not always achieve your 

objective, but you will experience a richer and more 

rewarding life when you commit to pursuing your own 

objectives. Making that commitment to personal 

development is the first step on the path to personal 

fulfillment.  

‘MahaManan’ Personal development begins with self-

awareness. You get to know who you really are; your 

values, beliefs and the purpose you wish to pursue. True 

fulfillment can never come from chasing other people’s 

dreams. If you want to achieve lasting happiness, you need 

to design your life based on who you are. Then you can 

chase your own goals and objectives. When you are 

chasing your own goals, there is as much pleasure to be 

derived from the journey as there is to be derived from 

reaching your destination. Self-awareness is the first 

fundamental step in the self-development process. 

Once you have raised you self-awareness, you are clearer 

on the things you wish to achieve from life. Decision-

making becomes a lot easier. Tasks which used to take a 

great deal of your time, no longer make it onto your to-do 

list. You now realize that they do not move you towards 

your objectives and therefore are not worthy of your time. 

With ‘MahaManan’ self-development come clarity. Even 

with an improved sense of direction, there will always be 

multiple tasks looking for your attention. As your self-

development improves, prioritization becomes much 

easier. You are clearer on your objectives and you can 

quickly identify which task will give you the best result 

with the resources available to you at that moment. 



When you know what you want to achieve, it is easier for 

you to see the benefits of taking action. Even when the 

task ahead is not enjoyable; if you can see a clear benefit, 

you are more motivated to take the necessary action. 

There is truth in the old adage ‘Where there is a will there 

is a way’. With strong personal development, you develop 

the necessary will. 

There will be tough times in life. When these tough times 

occur, you need to have the skills and attributes to deal 

effectively with them. ‘MahaManan’ self-development 

cannot prevent all bad things from occurring but it will 

help you deal with them when they do. You will have 

greater confidence, resilience, personal and interpersonal 

skills to cope with any eventuality. 

Relationships are a double-edged sword. They either lift 
you up or drag you down. When you improve your 
personal development, you are better able to see which 
relationships are worth investing in and which need to be 
cut loose. You also develop the skills to make the most of 
those relationships which have the most positive impact 
on your life. 

It takes the time and makes the commitment to invest in 
your greatest resource –you. When you put the effort in to 
developing yourself, the rewards are amazing. Many 
people are put off personal development because the 
results are not always measurable. However, the greatest 
achievers in life know that the key to success is the ability 
to manage oneself in a variety of situations. That ability 
comes through ‘MahaManan’ –the excellent system of 
essential education for true & universal self-development 
or personal development. 



 

 

 



‘MahaDharma’ helps students 

 integrate their personal and academic development and 
increases their ability to review their progress against the 
intended learning outcomes of their program 

 become more effective, independent and confident self-
directed learners 

 understand how they are learning and relate their learning 
to a wider context 

 recognize and discuss their strengths and weaknesses 
 articulate their personal goals and evaluate progress 

towards their achievement 
 identify opportunities for learning and personal 

development outside the curriculum 
 improve their general skills for study and career 

management 
 be better prepared to seek employment 
 be better prepared for the demands of continuing 

professional, vocational and personal development 
 encourage a positive attitude to learning throughout life 

 

‘MahaDharma’ helps academic staff by 

 increasing students' independence and encouraging them 
to become more autonomous learners 

 improving the quality and effectiveness of personal 
tutorials 

 making more effective use of student support services 
 making more effective use of outside opportunities, for 

example work placements 
 improving their understanding of the development of 

individual students 

 



 

What is the harm if we don’t adopt 

‘MahaDharma’?  

  

‘MahaDharma’ is simply the way of true self-

development. Even in this state, if we don’t 

adopt it, in near future we will sustain many 

losses in many respects. None can save us 

from those fatal deadly harms.  

Want of food, want of drinking water, want 

of life-giving air, incurable severe diseases, 

action of tremendous poisoning, congenital 

diseased children, natural calamities,  awful 

sickness of body and mind, terrible wear and 

tear owing to ignorance will be features of 

near future!  



 

 



To make a better world –to make our life blessed –to fulfill 
oneself, we have an excellent system of essential 
education that is ‘MahaDharma’. ‘MahaDharma’ is for 
science and spiritual conscious persons, those who have 
eagerness for self- knowledge, self-realization and are 
desirous of true and universal self-development, 
freethinking –reasonable and lovers of true spirituality,* 
fond of truth. ‘MahaDharma’ is the excellent system or way 
of true & universal development of human beings. 
 
  
 

That is ‘MahaDharma’ which helps to develop our 
Mind and helps to get universal soundness. 

 

The main thing of this efficacious system or way is, true 

and universal self-development (Maha Atma-Vikash-Yoga 

education or ‘MahaManan’) -that which directly helps to 

develop our mind, that which teaches the method of better 

living and that which helps and incite or insist to get true 

knowledge. In fact, ‘MahaDharma’ is neither religion nor 

irreligion; even it is not like current ‘Dharmic’ systems 

also. It is extremely effective way of human welfare. This 

way is free from all bad sides like superstition, malice, 

hatred, cruelty, malpractice, and it does not give us any 

false promise. 

 

 

 



MahaManas 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
The way of Human Development and Peace 

  

To adopt and practice this Religion, it is not 

compulsory to abandon one’s current 

Religion. One may adopt and practice 

‘MahaDharma’ staying one’s current Religion.     

 

An Evidence of God Existence! 
 

“The trick of increasing creature’s race– compelling to 

sexual union by allurement of sexual enjoyment and 

sexual urging, –is indicative of intelligence of God. And it 

is also an evidence of presence of God mind! 

Moreover, it will be seen after minute observation, 

gradually to make us (scanty-conscious human beings) 

more and more knowledgeable and conscious, God had 

created many nice tricks! ”    –MahaManas 



Way of Human Development 
 
Ignorance and illness –abnormal or perverted mentality is 
the cause of all inhuman –destructive –cruel activities. 
Always there is being happened innumerable brutal and 
criminal events –oppression –rape –torture –murder –
deception etc all pervading the world. 
  
  Except destiny, the ignorant or destitute of enough 
consciousness and ill mind is responsible for those 
unexpected occurrence. 
  
  Government –society are assiduous to develop their 
nation –country, even so, actual development is not being 
possible, because of omission or evasion in the origin. 
Human development is being superficially, universally– 
human beings are in dark –formerly as they were. Nowhere 
is any genuine endeavor for awakening true knowledge 
and consciousness –for true soundness of body and mind. 
  
  It is difficult to understand that is it advancement of 
medical science or medical trade! In our four sides– most 
of all are sound superficially– are superficial educated 
human beings. There is no way of receiving true education 
–true soundness. 
  
  On our all sides–, numbers of educated persons are 
increasing at a very fast rate. But as a matter of fact, there 
is non-existence of true education in our society. We 
almost all are in that gloom of ignorance, where we were in 
the past. Only luster and sharpness of our external portion 
has been increased. Darkness of our inner world has not 
been removed in any way. This is the main cause of 
current critical situation. 
  
  Development of universal consciousness is not being 
happened up to expectation, for want of proper education. 



  
Still then, a few conscious persons in the hope of 
fulfillment of that deficiency –in the hope of attainment of 
true knowledge and true self-development, in spite of 
being refugee of current religion and so-called spirituality, 
–they come back being disappointed,  Because, also there 
is not available the true education –the proper man making 
education. 
  
  That is true education which helps us to be proper human 
being, which helps us actively to know oneself in one’s 
own reality, and to develop one properly. 
  
  Not only that, true education also helps to know the outer 
world with our surroundings –environment. It helps to get 
self-knowledge, self-realization and self-control. 
  True education makes us conscious about our human 
duties and also makes us endeavoring to accomplish our 
duties. 
  That is true education which makes us conscious about 
our aim of life and which helps us actively to reach that 
goal. Besides it, true education helps us to attain the real 
life –peaceful –knowledge-full –thoroughly developed life, 
bringing about development of our conscious mind and 
soundness of our body-mind, and making us free from 
superstition –blind-faith –ignorance. 
  
  However much we are educated in higher education, if we 
are not educated in true basic education, –then all must be 
like a baseless dream-mansion. 
  
  In our society, there are various rules and regulations and 
inflictions of punishment or penalty for criminals –guilty, 
but that is not solution of the problem at all. For that basic 
question, there has been developed an excellent solution– 
that is ‘MahaDharma’ or ‘MahaManan’ education. Those 
leaders and directors are really desirous for true human 



development with peace –will be benefited receiving this 
human development program for their nation or country. 
  
  Besides devilish –daring oppressors or criminals, –there 
is another class of seeming innocent –gentle people 
among us, –those are actually of very mean minded –
malicious –envious –conspiring –fraudulent –madly self-
seeking people. We cannot understand them from outward 
seeming, they work out of view like wood warms. And also 
there are faint-hearted –greatly frightened innocent people 
in our society. Mainly, all of them unitedly are our society –
our nation. There, sound –competent –wise –conscious 
persons are not large in number. So, there it is normal to 
be happened various inhuman –brutal activities –often 
times. 
  
  Those who are governing –protecting –developing us are 
also a part of our society. For that, except some 
extraordinary, we cannot expect very high mentality form 
them. If anyone wants to do anything really good, many 
times it becomes impossible owing to opposition from 
inside and/or outside. If almost all people do not 
understand their own good, it is impossible to do anything 
really good for them, especially for a government which is 
depending on public vote. 
  
  To make the human development possible –and for that, 
to awaken the consciousness of the people, –to grow the 
true human development movement, we need wise and 
powerful human loving leaders. Still, to realize it, along 
with that it needs the help of government. Having recourse 
to ‘MahaDharma’ or ‘MahaManan’, to be advanced, we 
invite you to extend your helping hands to make it 
possible. 
  
  



That which the government can do for peace & human 
development: 

  
  To free the human society from guilt –disgrace, 
superstition, ignorance-blindness, corruption –malice –
impropriety –cruelty, to bring about true human 
development and to set up true peace, for a government 
that which is to be done: 
Along with formal education, need to spread the 
‘MahaManan’ –self-development education countrywide. In 
case of employment and others, government has to 
arrange for special honor and priority for the developed 
persons who are educated in ‘MahaManan’ –self-
development education. In this way –the common people 
will be eager to be proper educated. 
  
Physical and mental condition of every citizen and 
foreigner will be included in the records and in their ID 
card –in a code language. Mental condition of every 
person, need to be recorded by a special medical device, 
as like ‘EEG’ machine. Derangement –morbidity –
abnormality –tendency to crime etc need to be included in 
this record. It is renewable in every year. 
  
The production and use (eating or drinking) of foods –
drinks, drugs or liquors, which are able to cause to occur 
mental disorder –deformity, need to issue an order of 
prohibition. Besides that, government has to warn the 
public, if one sees any abnormality in anyone, it is his/her 
duty to inform the government –secretly. 
  
Government should give up the system of medical 
treatments which suppressing our mental and physical 
illness, give us seemingly or superficially soundness. It 
should be endeavoring to research –invent and apply –
such system of medical treatment(s) which is able to expel 
or uproot diseases completely. In my experience, one of 



the main causes of different chronic and serious diseases 
is suppressing skin diseases included with syphilis and 
gonorrhea. 
  
Those came from outside and citizens will be determined 
as deranged –abnormal minded human beings, 
government should them bring to the normal state –by the 
help of true medical treatment. 
  
  Along with that, human rights organization will observe 
with caution, that government or any government-
employee by no way they can misuse of this system. 
Those who are entrusted with the charge of management –
administration –rules and regulations, also this system of 
education and treatment will be effective as usual on them. 
  
   If any country or government can realize this system of 
human development– ‘MahaManan’*, then the true human 
development and peace-establishment will be possible in 
that country. As the great part of the new generation is 
enough conscious, so, we shall not come to face to face 
with too much obstacle to embody this new system of 
human development.  Thank you. 
  

 

 

 

PEACE 
 
“For peace, you need soundness of your inside and 
outside, and need to have knowledge about your inner 
world and outer world, too. Those who have no 
knowledge about their inner world and outer world, they 
call in disquiet –because of their ignorance.”   
                                                                          –MahaManas 

 



 

 

 

 

 

What True Self-development is 

. 

“Being elevated gradually higher conscious state, with 

improvement of physical and mental health, acquiring 

experienced knowledge, self-knowledge, self-

realization, self-control etc., through any or some 

effective systems with one’s own endeavor, and with 

it, to control and (needful) change one’s own behavior 

and nature, being wakeful about one’s own (physical 

and mental) activities and/or taking help of any 

suitable mind programming system, –is true self-

development.” –MahaManas 

 



 

 

 

 
Faith and Knowledge 

Faith is the root-cause of most vital questions. Without 
faith– we cannot move forward even a single step, due 
to our lack of consciousness. So it is not faith to 
suppose anything for 
 
   Faith comes to birth from ignorance. Malice comes to 
birth from faith. Terrorism comes to birth from 
malice. 

All foods cannot be good for all. 

quality, for that, certain food is suitable for some body, 

not for others. A helpful food should be selected on the 

base of one’s nature 

particular place and time. Soundness of body and mind 

depends on the suitable 

 

 

Faith and Knowledge  
 

cause of most vital questions. Without 
we cannot move forward even a single step, due 

to our lack of consciousness. So it is not faith to 
suppose anything for convenience of work. 

Faith comes to birth from ignorance. Malice comes to 
birth from faith. Terrorism comes to birth from 

All foods cannot be good for all.  Every food has particular 

quality, for that, certain food is suitable for some body, 

not for others. A helpful food should be selected on the 

base of one’s nature –constitution –present condition and the 

particular place and time. Soundness of body and mind 

e suitable –helpful food.   –MahaManas
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MahaManas 



   Faith is blind notion, –faith is illusive knowledge. 
Generally, to which we mention 'knowledge' –the 
greater part of that is superficial or seeming 
knowledge. 
 
   There are many astonishing things in this world, but 
it seems to me that there is no astonishing thing more 
than blind faith of human beings. 
 
   Faith is assurance and consolation of ignorant 
human beings, faith is their capital, –faith is their 
support and shelter. 
 
   The object of faith –sometimes may be truth, 
sometimes may be not, and also sometimes may be 
semi-truth or partly truth. But it doesn’t depend on a 
believer. 
 
   This is an elusive world which is built on the base of 
faith.  Faith is not anything debatable, there where is 
faith –nothing to debate. 
 
   You may ask me that all these sayings are also my 
faith! But not that, all these are seeming truth to me –
to a knowledge-wayfarer. 
 
   We love truth superficially. Actually we do not want 
truth. We fear the truth. The fear is to be endangered 
of our existence, –which is standing on the base of 
untruth. We love to think our beliefs as truth. 
 
   Spirituality is not anything depending on faith. 
Spiritual science is the science of self-knowledge, –and 
it is the main subject of practice –study and research 
of the knowledge-wayfarer. 
 
   We are travelers of the path of blooming 
consciousness. Staying in between 'beginning' and the 



'end' of the path, acquiring knowledge of the whole 
path and the ultimate truth is impossible. Even 
though, one is able to reach the end –isn’t able to make 
us known about the whole and the ultimate truth. 
 
   Our ignorant-blind mind –to establish its faith– 
belief, it finds blind cause– argument. It brings into 
existence a story– to make its faith strong. Those who 
put faith in its faith, it loves them and consider them 
as one’s own man. 
 
   First time, we go forward– towards any imaginary 
target, on the path of life, holding different beliefs. 
Gradually in this way– with increasing experience and 
knowledge, when we become more conscious, we 
advance following the way of science and rationality, –
supposing all are seeming truth, giving up beliefs –
largely, towards the aim of true self-development. 
 
   In this manner, after passing over much more 
distance, –with increasing more consciousness, 
gradually step by step– one time we come near the 
truth. Then holding the hand of some truths or partly 
truth, –we advance to the aim of absolute truth. 
 
   In fact, the entire route is the way of blooming 
consciousness. We– in our different conscious stages, 
with different need and mentality– advance aiming 
different subject-matters. In this manner, pushing 
human beings forward to the aim of fulfillment –is the 
motive of worldly system. In different stages of the 
consciousness, it appears in different times –atheism, 
religious craziness, rebelliousness, appears different 
perverted and destructive condition etc. –all these are 
different stages of this path. 
. 
  



   Belief is not true knowledge, it is blind and firm 
notion. To which we say knowledge– is also seeming 
truth –truth on the surface. Except it, due to lack of 
perception –due to misunderstanding, many times to 
which we consider ‘knowledge’ –think, ‘I know it’, –in 
fact, that is not knowing –not true knowledge. 
 
   If one is desirous to get the absolute truth –in belief-
(sub)conscious stage, that who has no conception 
about truth, what could be the result of his/her desire? 
 
   I do not claim that my doctrine –way –theory –views 
are only truth. Also I do not cherish suchlike notion 
that– ‘Nothing is truth’. Which is truth to me, may be 
not to others. Which is truth to others, may not be 
supposed to me. I cannot say, by no means– 
emphatically that it is truth or it is not truth. All are 
seeming truth to me. 
 
   We are so much ignorant that we do not know– just a 
little before what exactly happened and also we do not 
know, exactly what will happen just a little after. 
Though, we feel proud for our knowledge –we be 
inflated with vanity. We do such owing to ignorance. 
 
   We are proud because of our thinking ability. Of 
what sort that is:–  It is a complicated activity of mind, 
to come to one or more conclusion or truth. This 
activity is formed– depending on different degree of 
consciousness and egotism of different individuality, –
by some notion –faith, logic –deliberation with 
causation, blind logic and judgment, self-discussion, 
experience, direct and indirect knowledge and 
incorrect knowledge, imagination etc. But in most 
cases, it makes clear our incapability. Still then, 
ignoring that, we try to be self-satisfied dissolving in 
fancies. One to another topic, then that topic to some 
other topic, –in this way the running of thinking is 



going on continuously, and by this way the creature 
who is charmed losing oneself in it –are we –human 
beings.  
 
   Knowledge is not any information or theory. 
Knowledge is realized notion of reality of enough 
wakeful and conscious persons, on any information or 
theory or any fact or skill or subject-matter. Knowing 
facts and information, knowing ability –how to do 
something with enough knowing ability, –is 
knowledge. 
 
   That realization also makes difference depending on 
realization ability of different individualities. 
Realization of all is not same. I cannot speak that all 
realization is pure knowledge. To be enlightened with 
pure knowledge, one needs to be enough wakeful –
conscious, free from mental obsession, truth loving– 
free and clean minded. If any incompetent one 
(without realization) put faith in any pure knowledge, 
even then, it would not be pure knowledge to that one. 
 
   In this context I would like to say, some persons are 
accustomed to proclaim or predicate their 
suppositions with such firm blind faith that whichever 
they are sayings, will happen inevitably. But it would 
be observed that their predicating or predictions will 
haven’t been realized even ten percent! 
 
   I have seen some doctors those who have predicated 
proudly after bringing round a few (one or two) 
patients of serious diseases (like cancer etc.), that they 
are able to cure such and such diseases, or they have 
infallible medical treatment of such and such diseases. 
 
   Hearing like that predicating, many of us have put 
faith in those doctor’s words. Moreover, some of us 
also have proclaimed exaggerating their words– to 



make their faith strong! Even such like proclamation 
has been heard, too, that those doctors are equal to 
God! 
 
   In the discussion of faith and knowledge, it is 
recollected to me the picture of that boy (suppose his 
name is ‘A’) who knew or believed on the base of his 
(polyandrous) mother’s word that ‘Mr. B’ is his father. 
After coming of age, he came to know that ‘Mr. B’ is 
not his father, his father is someone else! 
 
Still then, we believe –because we have no other way 
without believing–, believing is our basic instinct. 
. 

 
MahaSadhana 

‘MahaSadhana’ is one of two ways of 

‘MahaVad’ and ‘MahaDharma’,                         

––‘MahaSadhana’  is the path of Devotion (for 



those who want to communicate with God 

through devotion), the path of eternal love. 

Other path is ‘MahaManan’––the path of 

Knowledge. For ‘MahaManan’ please see the 

web site – www.mahamanan.webs.com 

For MahaSadhana, visit- 

http://mahadharma.wix.com/mahasadhana  

To awaken the inner honest feelings, good feelings – 
positive feelings, and the regular practice of keeping that 
always awake is ‘MahaSadhana’. Those who want to get 
peace by taking shelter in God, want to be in union with 
God, want to gain salvation, for them is ‘MahaSadhana’. 
Those who want to surrender oneself to God, and want to 
lead a happy life, for them is ‘MahaSadhana’. Those who 
are not eager to know of God but want to attain life which 
is only pure sacred – beautiful – peaceful – joyful, for them 
is ‘Maha Sadhana’. 
 

 
 

Are you eternal lover? Are you having these qualities or 

do you want to acquire these qualities? 

. 
  
  

   Cleanliness is the seat of true love and God. Eternal lover 
is the man of clean - sacred mind. He will take care to 
maintain cleanliness of his body - mind - environment. The 
person of eternal religion, God lover, world lover, eternal 
lover does not possess jealousy, anti - feeling against 
other religious, person. Eternal lovers do not look out for 
other’s faults. They consider the faults of people as desire 



of God or his miracle or thin king them to be human beings 
ignorance, look on them with pardoning eyes. He has no 
complained to God. He never gets irritated or angry on any 
cause, always satisfied. 
 
  
He thinks. “God is Auspicious, – whatever God does is all 
for the good, – with my tiny knowledge or ignorance, I am 
unable to justify God – everything is his will – whatever 
state he keeps me I am happy”. Eternal lover likes easy 
simple lifestyle. Argument, discrimination, justice, 
unkindness, selfishness, pride, Jealousy, hatred – none of 
these is symptoms of eternal love. Pure spontaneous love, 
unisexual selfless love is the characteristic of eternal 
lover. He likes, that’s why he loves, why love – what will 
happen on loving – all these eternal loves do not think. He 
seems to be a source of spontaneous shower of 
immense  love. He is happy by loving; he does not want 
anything in exchange of love. Even he does not want love 
in exchange of love. Absolutely unisexual love is the 
symptom of eternal love. Loving life – loving world is his. 
In life of eternal lover storms, obstacles, unhappiness, 
hardship, natural calamity, hurts, may come as much as 
possible, at no cost he becomes abnormal, s/he is always 
peaceful, always in a happy state. The main asset of the 
eternal lover is his trust. 
 
  
On God – on human being firm trust on own self. S/he 
thinks, nobody can harm him unless God wants. Whatever 
happens is fully on the will of God. He does not blame 
anyone for anything, even he dose not blame own self. He 
thinks everything is wish of God; his own desires too are 
the desires of God. A category of devotion yogi thinks that, 
God wants well – as much good – all goods are gifts of 
God. Whatever wrong are, due to our faults – due to faults 
of human being, as you do, the same is the result. These 



are not eternal lovers. Many say of eternal love with pomp 
& show, but true eternal lovers are how many. Eternal love 
is not any rumors (that who lie or act, for them it is 
separate). It is the heart’s valuable riches. Many say it – 
blindness – emotion, deeply emotional (mad-like), tries to 
verify or underestimate it that does not matter to the 
eternal lover. 
. 
There are many stages amongst eternal lovers, amongst 
them of the main two categories, one is the simple human 
being, and in the other category is the very high human 
being whom we work ship as prophet – work ship with 
Godly. After attaining all knowledge becomes wise, after 
crossing the path of dull knowledge feeling every living 
being as one’s own self – those who have been completely 
self – forgotten in the universal love – they are the – high-
minded noble eternal lover.   
 
 

An eternal lover 
 

An eternal lover is always joyful – we are more associated with 
this idea. There are such eternal lovers at very high level – even 
such types of human lovers are there, who are very much moved, 
by whole world’s sadness – hardship. They are so much over 
sensitive that and so much full of empathetic ness; they consider 
and feel the entire creature’s sadness –hardship, as their own 
sadness – hardship. 
. 
  
They are always engrossed in the thinking that how to free all the 
creatures form sadness – hardship. Even so, they can’t tolerate 
the hardship of creatures, and search for God and take his shelter 
to find out the causes of sadness –hardship of creatures, they 
violently agitate the world’s Origin to End. They are emotionally 



moved due to people’s ignorance – unconsciousness. Unable to 
find breakdown in frustration. Ultimately, they become very 
sickly. 
. 
  
One of these very high category eternal lovers is our Guru 
(preceptor) – MahaAnand. He started his spiritual life with the 
aim to solve the sadness – hardship of creatures. Though unable 
to solve the sadness – hardship of creatures, due to result of his 
tired less effort, only we presently have come to know the causes 
of sadness – hardship of creatures. We have got form him and 
unseen new excellent philosophy. The ‘creation mystery’ of the 
past, which was dark, secret, has been revealed – the true 
almighty and Creation Mystery too! We have been able to achieve 
great self-knowledge, by achieving this, though not fully, partly 
our sadness is gone. Besides this he has given us many effective 
information about path and procedures about solving people’s 
sadness. If we follow and practice this appropriately, we can 
achieve beautiful – joyful life. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“We are compelled to hope –to desire –long for many 

things, because, these are inserted into us like 

computer programs, by the great programmer and 

developer – worldly system or God. 

Pushing us forward to the aim of fulfillment –actually, 

to the path of blooming consciousness, –is the motive of 

worldly system.” –MahaManas 

 



 
True Education 

 
On our all sides–, numbers of educated persons are 
increasing at a very fast rate. But as a matter of fact, there 
is non-existence of true education in our society. We 
almost all are in that gloom of ignorance, where we were in 
the past. Only luster and sharpness of our external portion 
has been increased. Darkness of our inner world has not 
been removed in any way. This is the main cause of 
current critical situation. 
 
  
Development of universal consciousness is not being 
happened up to expectation, for want of proper education. 
 
  
Still then, a few conscious persons in the hope of 
fulfillment of that deficiency –in the hope of attainment of 
true knowledge and true self-development, in spite of 
being refugee of current religion and so-called spirituality, 
–they come back being disappointed,  Because, also there 
is not available the true education –the proper man making 
education. 
 
  



That is true education which helps us to be proper human 
being, which helps us actively to know oneself in one’s 
own reality, and to develop one properly. 
 
  
Not only that, true education also helps to know the outer 
world with our surroundings –environment. It helps to get 
self-knowledge, self-realization and self-control. 
 
  
True education makes us conscious about our human 
duties and also makes us endeavoring to accomplish our 
duties. 
 
  
That is true education which makes us conscious about 
our aim of life and which helps us actively to reach that 
goal. Besides it, true education helps us to attain the real 
life –peaceful –knowledge-full –thoroughly developed life, 
bringing about development of our conscious mind and 
soundness of our body-mind, and making us free from 
superstition –blind-faith –ignorance. 
 
  
However much we are educated in higher education, if we 
are not educated in true basic education, –then all must be 
like a baseless dream-mansion. 
 
  

We (followers of ‘MahaVad’ & ‘MahaDharma’) think, 

customary academic (school – college etc.) education is 

not sufficient for true development of human beings. For 

that, we need such an uncustomary basic and self-

development education which can help us to be fully 

developed human beings. 



.

 
  

‘Mahamanan’ or 'Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga' is an 

incomparable excellent education syllabus on true and 

universal self-development program, taught by 

MahaManas (MahaAnand) –the great sage of the modern 

age. 
 

Make your life brighten and more bloomed, also bring in 

your life an unprecedented amazing lucky change, 

through the path shown by great sage MahaManas. 

‘Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga’ is an excellent great self- 

development educational program.  It is a worship or 

'Maha-Yoga' practice of ‘MahaDharma’ –the way to 

better life, 



 
  

   ‘Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga’ program is not only a system 

of education of theoretical knowledge of self-

development. It is formed by combination of different 

sciences, psychosomatic –psycho-spiritual methods and 

practical or applied teachings with new invented 

'Universal Treatment' of MahaManas, and different 

alternative systems of treatment. ‘Maha Atma-Vikas 

Yoga’ (briefly- ‘Vikas-Yoga’ or ‘Maha-Yoga’) education is 

a simple and easily comprehensible –effective –impeccable 

syllabus of true & universal self-development with basic 

essential education to higher education of true spiritual 

knowledge.  

 
  

   By following and practicing which teachings (with 

practical and applied methods) one can be developed in 

all respects, is ‘Maha Atma-Vikas’ (Maha self-

development) education, brifly ‘Maha-Yoga’. It is 

included in ‘MahaManan’ –the mode of accomplishment or 

worship of ‘MahaDharma’. 

 

 

   By practicing ‘Maha-Yoga’ through ‘MahaManan’, one 

can realize oneself in his/her own reality, and also can 

realize the great universe and God in its own reality. 

Gradually one can able to get self-knowledge – self-

control – soundness of body and mind. In this way one 

can attain the real life, –peaceful – joyful – knowledge-

full – beautiful life. 



  

   Being a follower of ‘MahaDharma’ (the way of better 

life), if you want to spread your knowledge, better, be 

teacher of ‘Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga’ briefly ‘Maha-Yoga’ 

and start a ‘Maha AtmaVikas Kendra’ or 'MahaManan 

Kendra' (Maha Self- development center) in your own 

area. Through ‘MahaManan’ education program, one can 

be developed in all respects.   

 
  

  We want to enjoy our life much more nicely–, want to 

be successful in life – want to gain happy, prosperous – 

peaceful, joyful, beautiful, healthy life. We want to 

transform our hopes – ambitions into reality. Want to 

see ourselves as fully developed human beings, along with 

our development – we want to make our children fully 

grown human beings, want to develop them properly. 

Want to bring up as complete human being in knowledge, 

good qualities, behavior, true education, capabilities. 
 
  

   If your demand is the same, if you want to enjoy a 

happy – developed, healthy, beautiful life, you can gain 

that through ‘Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga’  – the Maha-self 

development educational program. Even with your 

education the regular learning and practice of 'Maha-

Yoga', the overall development and along with it, the 

examination’s result also performed very well. 

 
  

   Obtain the rare opportunity of education. Bring a 

unique strange happy change in your life through the 



simple unique educational method and practice of courses 

directed and shown by MahaManas. Let your life be 

more developed and beautiful. 
 
  

   Maha means great, and 'Manan' is thinking, 

determination and contemplation. ‘MahaManan’ means 

great thinking. – Gradually through this program, many 

truths – many unimaginable information and inner truths 

will be disclosed in front of YOU; gradually a healthy, 

prosperous, newly changed human being will take BIRTH 

in you and will gradually keep on developing. As a part of 

Maha self-development program, you will get the 

opportunity of 'Universal Treatment' by experienced 

doctors. 

 
  

   Bring about true & universal self-development through 

‘Maha Atma- Vikas’ program is our 'MahaYoga' practice, 

and this is ‘MahaDharma’. 

 
  
  

   'Maha Atma-Vikash Yoga' in short 'Maha-Yoga'(the 

excellent self- development Yoga procedure) is not only 

some different from other Yoga procedure, But 

something special. 'Maha-Yoga' is the higher education 

of Yoga learning. Welcome, those who are eager to know 

the secret of Yoga. 

 
  



'Maha-Yoga' is complete Yoga. It is combination of very 

needful things, for getting favorable results. 'Maha-

Yoga' is a combination of traditional methods like- ‘Raj-

Yoga’, ‘Hath-Yoga’ etc. It is rich with scientific methods 

like ‘Gyana-Yoga’ (Knowledge-Yoga), modern psychology, 

true spiritualism, new philosophy of 21st. century (shown 

by MahaManas (MahaAnand ) and art of healing through 

alternative systems of treatment. 

 

To know more, please visit- www.maha-manan.webs.com 

. 
 

 
Mystery of Creation: From the view of 

‘MahaVad’ (very briefly) 
. 

. 

   The Original Being (Brahma/Paramatma) is not full of 

consciousness. Not full in all respects. There are a few 

wants in it. Fullness is a completely stalemate or static 

condition, fully inactive –‘Nergoona’ or quality-less state, 

–which is synonymous of unconsciousness. From which 



state nothing can be creatable. Fully stand-still 

condition! 

 
  

   There is nothing to want –nothing to get, therefore it 

has nothing to do (for a self-sufficient full-conscious 

existence). There is no question of creation! 

 
  

It has a few want, and it does not know –who it is, –why 

it is, –where it came from, and what the end is. This is 

the main cause of creation. 

 
  
  
Searching oneself after losing intentionally, –is 
the mystery of creation. 
  
 
  

   Once the great universe came into existence, and it 

will be destroyed one time. The universe –the great 

creation is the product of desire of The Original Being. 

 
  

   ‘Saguna Brahma’ is a little copy of The Original Being 

(Brahma), which is manifested as great universe in a 

short time. 

 

   ‘To seek again, after missing oneself intentionally’ (to 

search oneself after losing) –is the main theme (mystery) 

of the great creation. 



 
  

   The Original Being (Brahma/Paramatma) is not God. 

The great universe existence is God existence, and there 

is a cosmic-mind in the universe-body, –that is God-

mind. God had come into existence like a just-born baby 

––baby universe, ––almost ignorant ––unconscious baby, 

with the destiny of going to ultimate goal– full blooming. 

The destiny is from about senseless to complete 

consciousness, through the activities and enjoyment, 

through the experience of knowledge –continuous walk–. 

 
  

   The aim of the great creation is largely similar to –

‘trying to fulfill the unfulfilled desires through one’s 

progeny’. 

 
  

   There are many stages in God life, such as– 

childhood, adolescence, youth etc., – like our human 

life.   

 
  

   Not only God (great universe), but we all, are going to 

the ultimate goal of destiny, as a part of it. None is 

stopped here; it is not also possible to stop. There is no 

way but go forward, to the complete self-development 

(Poorna Atma-Vikas).   

 
  



   According to nature, situation and happenings, 

someone is at front –some at back. We all are travelers 

of the same path –the path of blooming consciousness. 

 

 

From the view-point of ‘MahaVad’ –the 

great universe is the body of God, there 

is also a mind in this body that is God 

mind. This great universe and its mind 

unitedly –the God existence!   
  
. 

   Universe is not created by God, itself God. In this 

universe, here is nothing except God (except the latent 

existence– The Original Being). Only some parts of 

universe, like creatures are made by God. Though, God 



had made these creatures by its own body-materials. 

Our minds are also made from universe-mind. Nothing is 

creatable from nothing. We all are parts of 

God/universe. 

 

   God is the great universe (cosmic) existence, which is 

created by The Original Being –(‘Brahma’ in Sanskrit). 

The Original Being is not God; it has no activities in this 

world. ‘Brahma’ is silent observer in this worldly game or 

sport. 

 

   The gradual steps of ‘Paramaham’ to ‘Aham’ –Supreme 

‘I’ to individual ‘I’, as described in ‘MahaVad’ (very 

briefly) –: 

 

   1.  The Original Being (Paramaham or Param Brahma) 

had created an almost similar mini image (copy)of it –

from its own materials. →  2.  The second existence of 

the Original Being had been attained to a preconscious 

state –through self-hypnotism(Yoga Nidra). → 3.  After 

that, it becomes two seeds of anti Universe with the 

first explosion!  →  4. Universe (there are two anti-

Universes) existence or God (another is Goddess) had 

been created with Big explosion– Big Bang! Like seed to 

tree. →   4.  God created Creatures. 

 

   God and we all are travelers of the same path –the 

path of blooming consciousness. We all are going forward 

from preconscious state to the goal of full 

consciousness. This is called life. As much we are going 



forward, so much we are becoming free from ignorance. 

In fact, gaining enough consciousness is the aim of life. 

 

   There are two types of realities in the whole. One is 

matter and the other is anti-matter. As opposite-

reflections they exist only because of their separation. 

We as beings live here in one universal reality, and in 

fact we also live in the other opposite universe, in an 

opposite form. This separation gives the reality its 

existence. And these two opposites are attracted to 

each-other. 

 

   However, when these two realities unite, they’d both 

seize to be. One Universe is like the Male Principle, who 

is symbolically named ‘X’, the great attractive Lover. 

The opposite Universe is like Female, which we can call 

‘Y’, she is X’s Lover. Always they are attracted to 

each-other and try to unite. This dynamic of loving 

attraction is one of the Cause of Creation. 

 

When they unite they lose their separate identities. The 

Goal has been achieved. That is the end of worlds. With 

the completion of the temporary dynamics there is Total 

Peace. 

 

   Find out for yourself how to come to realize these 

realities. It is certainly a great adventure to find 

yourself, your opposite and the Source. In the teachings 

of ‘MahaVad’ you can find the Way to yourself and 

Source. 
 



  
. 

   ‘MahaVad’ does not accept the theory of rebirth in 

this world (to know the reason, read ‘MahaVad’). But it 

says, there is another life in another world (Paralok) 

beyond death. 

 
  

   ‘MahaVad’ says, destiny is more powerful than God. 

Destiny is the produce of all pervaded successive stream 

of events of the worldly system, which had been 

predestined automatically at the very beginning of the 

Creation ––the Big Bang! 

 
  

   With the beginning of the creation– it came into 

existence.  From that time it is fixed, when ––how and 

what have to be happen ––a matter of course. Destiny is 

powerful than God. God is also under control of Destiny. 

At the very beginning of spinning of a notched wheel, it 

becomes automatically fixed that when it will be stopped 

and then which notch will remain in which direction, –this 

is Destiny. It is almost same to the creation. Just at 

the beginning of the creation, its luck had been fixed 

automatically.  

 
  

    There is no individual one who regulates or controls 

the universal system. Destiny came into existence by the 

first explosion of the beginning of the great creation. 

 
  



   About incarnation, MahaManas said in ‘MahaVad’ – 

“No one is born as incarnation of God. She/he is made 

as incarnation of God, as I have been made by my 

devotees.” Also he said, “All creatures with human 

beings are created by God, but religion is created by 

human being.” “Because of lack of right knowledge about 

God –about the great creation ––about oneself, many 

persons think that their religion is made by God directly. 

MahaManas also said, about true spirituality and true 

religion in his ‘MahaVad’. 

 
  

   Besides spiritual science, there is another part of 

spiritual psychology in ‘MahaVad’. ‘MahaVad’ says 

(briefly), ‘Mind is like a blooming lotus. There are many 

stages and many parts of blooming conscious mind. 

Preconscious to insect conscious, after that – reptile 

conscious mind blooms gradually. The next stage of 

blooming petals of the lotus like mind is animal conscious 

mind. After that, previous (aboriginal) human conscious 

mind, and after that, human conscious mind, and next 

super conscious mind blooms gradually. 

 
  

The last blooming stage of the mind is God conscious 

mind or God mind. 

 
  

Also there is more one stage, then when all petals will 

fall down, the remaining part with seeds [for re- (again) 

creation] is The Original Being conscious mind! 
  



Those who are conscious about his/her own mind, with 

inner world, also conscious about outer world, and 

conscious about the great universe-mind, they are in 

fact conscious human being. 
  
  

Above all, the great distinction of it is– ‘MahaVad’ does 

not say the final word. ‘MahaVad’ says, no viewing– 

experience, philosophy or doctrine can be universal truth 

–eternal truth. Staying in the middle of the path of 

blooming consciousness, acquirement of full knowledge is 

impossible. 

 
  

Universe is not created by God, itself God. In this 

universe, here is nothing except God (except The 

Original Being). Only some parts of universe, like 

creatures are made by God. Though, God had made 

these creatures by its own body-materials. Our minds 

are also made from universe-mind. Nothing is creatable 

from nothing. We all are parts of God/universe. 
  
  

God is a temporary existence, which is created by The 

Original Being –(‘Brahma/Paramatma’). The Original Being 

is not God; it has no activities in this world. 

‘Brahma/Paramatma’ is silent observer in this worldly 

game or sport. By the by, Dev/Deva/Devata is not God, 

it is a higher conscious stage of human beings. 

 
   * One thing we have to keep in our mind, here is nothing 
except Paramatma (The Original Being).  



. 
  

 
 

Spirituality: From the view-point of MahaVad 
MahaVad –The Spiritual science –The Science of self-knowledge 

 
Spirit means inner self, which is mind. Whether it human 

bodied or not, human mind or higher conscious mind, or 

God mind, a conscious existence which can feel –can 

think –is mind.  

 

   In general view-point, as we are basically spiritual 

beings, our all inner activities is spirituality. Behind our 

all business– affairs, there is spirituality. Actually, our 

mentality and spirituality is about synonymous. But in 

practical sense or use, ‘spirituality’ is more meaningful 

than ‘mentality’. Chiefly, spirituality is related to the 



mental activities of self-inquiry, self-search, self-

development and self-realization etc. 

 

   Consciousness and attainment of knowledge about 

oneself or mind, mental or self developmental efforts, 

and the duties to one’s own mind– is also Spirituality. 

 

    Besides these, the state of mind, the state of 

spiritual being, spiritual state or condition is also called 

as spirituality.  

 

   ‘Self-searching’ –‘self-inquiry’ is the first word of the 

true spirituality. Who am I, why am I, from where I 

came and where to go, where is the beginning of the 

great universe and what is its goal-?-?-?-? 

 

   True spirituality is not so-called spirituality. ‘Who is 

‘I’ –is the first step of the true Spiritual world and the 

goal is the –‘Oneness’. In this way –naturally you will 

meet with ghost and God, but they are not main things 

in this world. The main thing is ‘I’ –that is soul. Self-

conscious –‘I’ aware part of us which thinks, feels and 

desires. It’s Mind! But keep in mind that our present 

Mind (s) (Human conscious Mind and pre human conscious 

Mind) isn’t the whole mind, the whole Mind is like a 

lotus; there are many parts and many stages of 

blooming. 
 

   Desire for acquiring true knowledge about one’s own 

reality –is Spirituality. Gradually… becoming endeavoring 

earnestly to be enlightened earning true knowledge about 



individual ‘I’ to the Supreme ‘I’ and after that the 

Original ‘I’ –is true Spirituality.   

 

   Mind is like a blooming lotus. There are many stages 

and many parts of blooming conscious mind. Pre-

conscious to insect conscious, after that – reptile 

conscious mind blooms gradually. 

 

   The next stage of blooming petals of the lotus like 

mind is animal conscious mind. After that, previous 

human (sub) conscious mind, and after that, human 

conscious mind, and next, super human conscious mind 

blooms gradually. 

 

   The last blooming stage of the mind is God conscious 

mind or the God mind. Also there is more one stage, 

then when all petals will fall down, the remaining part 

with seed [for re-(again) creation] is Original conscious 

mind. 

 

   Those who are conscious about his/her own mind, with 

inner world also conscious about outer world, and 

conscious about the great world mind (Viswa-Atma), they 

are in fact enough conscious human beings. 

 

   Spirituality is not anything depending on faith; most 

of the people think that worshiping of God, prayer and 

religious activities are spirituality. Actually, so-called 

spirituality and true-spirituality are different things. 

And here is the necessity of such a new religion or a 

system of human development, which will fit for the new 



age, that which will unveil of the truth, and will show 

the way of truth. We hope, 'MahaDharma' –the way to 

better life, which is not religion, more than religion is 

coming to fulfill our expectation (search– MahaManan / 

MahaDharma). 

 

   Spirituality –That, which is its own real form, is true 

spirituality. Here, the ‘true’ word would have been used 

unnecessary, if ‘spirituality’ would have been existed 

within us in its own reality. 

 

   The fundamental and real base of Spirituality is ‘I’, 

that is ‘Mind’. Supernatural spirit, ghost and God are 

far-off subjects. So in name of spirituality –those who 

are absorbed only in supernatural affairs, their condition 

is like– ‘to count one’s chickens before they are 

hatched’. Actually, the complexity is created just then, 

when we stay in smoky– confused state. 
 

 

 

 

 

“We all are travelers of the same path, – the 

path of blooming consciousness." –  MahaManas 
 

 

“Who am I –Where I came from –Where to go and Why–, these 

questions –the eagerness to know oneself is the main cause and 

driving power of the creation.”    –MahaManas 



 

 

 

 

 

 

We are like cells in the God organism   ––MahaManas 

 

The conception of God is not same to all of us, because we are not 

of same conscious stage. 

In truth, to which we shall mention God, mentioning the name God –

what we shall understand, why we shall mention it God and how 

much it will be reasonable. If we consider these in different 

aspects with an unaffected –free mind, then certainly we can arrive 

at a particular place. But if we are ruled by blind-faith, if we don’t 

be reasonable enough, then never we can reach the truth.” 

                                                             –MahaManas 

. 

“The universe-existence is our God. The universe-mind is our God’s 

mind. In reality, except Absolute Being– only universe-existence is 

the Supreme Being. In this universe, here is nothing extra than 

universe-existence, except Absolute Being.  

Absolute Being is nearly inactive. Its active form is God that is 

universe-existence. It has four (dimension) activities– Creation 

(Sristi), Existence (Sthiti), Motion (Gati), and annihilation (Laya). 

Though there is another universe outside of this universe, but that 

is not worthy to be mentioned in this discussion (read ‘MahaVad’). 

If you want to give the name ‘God’ to Absolute Being, you can do 

it, but keep it in your mind that Absolute Being has no power to do 

anything in this ‘Maya’ world. 

Yes, God or this universe-existence is a ‘Maya’ (illusive) existence 

and we all are parts of it.” –MahaManas 


